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Consulting 

       - Strategic Planning 

       - Mindful Leadership 

       - Team Culture 

       - Navigating Feedback 

       - Mental Wellness 

       - High-Performance 

Coaching 

        - Emotional Agility 

        - Mental Wellness 

        - Mindful Sports Performance 

        - Releasing Perfectionism 

        - Cultivating Courage  

        - Cultivating Resilience 

        - Cultivating Confidence 

bio

speaking experience

Most popular programs

Samantha Livingstone is an Olympic Gold Medalist, transformational speaker, high- 
performance consultant and coach - and a recovering perfectionist and mother of 
four girls. At home in the classroom, Samantha spent six years teaching high school 
science and coaching swimming. After a near-death experience with her then 12- 
month old daughter, Samantha knew it was time to pay forward all she's learned 
about achievement, emotional agility, rising from failure and finding happiness. 
 
Today, Samantha helps athletes, coaches and leaders to cultivate and further 
develop the fundamental skills needed to become more mindful, courageous, 
resilient leaders so they can achieve AND feel fulfilled along the way. She holds a 
master's degree in education and is the founder and facilitator of the Livingstone 
High Performance Academy where she offers two, multi-module online courses 
infused with live coaching and community support.   
 

Samantha is an engaging public speaker who has more than 19 years of experience, 
which includes her TEDx Talk: The Weight of Gold: An Olympian's Path to Recovery. 
She's been featured as a keynote, expert panelist, workshop facilitator, and seminar 
leader. 
 
Samantha customizes her presentations and workshops to meet the needs of the 
audience she's serving, weaving together current research with the power of story. 
Samantha has worked with high school and collegiate students and student- 
athletes; school districts; athletic departments; women in business groups; wellness 
entrepreneurs; and governing organizations, most notably, USA Swimming.  
 

Cultivating Greatness AND Health  | Cultivating High-Performance 

Journey Back to Joy | A Mental Health Conversation 

Dreams Come True | Journey to Olympic Gold 

Why Winning Gold Wasn't Enough | Perfectionism  
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“Samantha brought courage, light and 

honesty to our Women’s Leadership 

Summit. She bravely shared her story 

and gave others the permission to feel. 

Her vulnerability created a safe space 

where our coaches could really 

connect and grow. We will definitely 

be having Samantha join us again at 

future events!”-Morgan Weinberg, 

USA Swimming 

Keynotes & High-Performance Deep Dives

Testimonials

dyn a m i c  

We set ourselves free to live our dreams. 

The path is far from linear. 

We will fall. We will feel. We will face fear. And self-doubt. 

The noise will get loud. Inside our minds. And out there. 

We may not be able to control what challenges are thrown our way. 

We CAN control how we respond. 

“Sam’s story while unique and 

powerful was made relatable to all of 

our lives. She offered all of us 

opportunities to 

“rise” from our stories." 

 

"Sam Livingstone was invaluable to our 

team. She challenged us to dive deep 

and explore who we are as individuals 

and as a team. Sam's open and 

approachable demeanor allowed us to 

be our true selves, and to engage in 

important conversations. Sam is not 

only relatable and engaging, but is also 

incredibly empathetic to the challenges 

of the modern-day athlete. We are so 

thankful to have Sam as a resource 

moving forward." 

-- Alice Lee | Head Coach, Williams 

College Lacrosse 
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samantha arsenault livingstone, OLY.

When we follow our dreams, 

we discover the magic within ourselves

We Soar

Our power is in the rising.
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Samantha was a member of the U.S. National  Swimming Team, 1999 U.S. Pan Pacific Team and 2000 U.S. Olympic Team. 

 As an 18-year-old, she stood atop the Olympic podium in Sydney, Australia after swimming the lead-off leg of the record- 

setting 4 x 200 Freestyle Relay. Post-Olympics, Samantha battled an eating disorder, depression and shoulder surgery. With 

the help of an amazing mentor, she rose from the rubble stronger, happier and healthier, ending her career as a 7 x NCAA 

All-American. To close out her career, Samantha led her teammates to the 2005 National Championship title as the co- 

captain of the Georgia Bulldogs.   

 

She was named the 2005 NCAA Georgia Woman of the Year and is a recipient of the 2005 NCAA Top VIII Award given to 

student-athletes for their success on the fields and courts, in the classroom and in the community. She earned the Joel Eves 

award at the University of Georgia for earning the highest GPA of all student-athletes in her graduating class and was 

named to the CoSIDA Academic All-America 1st Team.  She was a recipient of post-graduate scholarships from both the 

SEC and NCAA. 

 

Samantha resides in Berkshire County, Massachusetts with her husband and four daughters.  You can learn more about 

Samantha and her offerings at www.samanthalivingstone.com. 

 

 

About Samantha 

Samantha Livingstone is an Olympic Gold Medalist, transformational speaker, high-performance consultant and coach - and 

a recovering perfectionist and mother of four girls. At home in the classroom, Samantha spent six years teaching high school 

science and coaching swimming. After a near-death experience with her then 12-month old daughter, Samantha knew it 

was time to pay forward all she's learned about achievement, emotional agility, rising from failure and finding happiness. 

 

Today, Samantha helps athletes, coaches and leaders to cultivate and further develop the fundamental skills needed to 

become more mindful, courageous, resilient leaders so they can achieve AND feel fulfilled along the way. She holds a 

master's degree in education and is the founder and facilitator of the Livingstone High Performance Academy where she 

offers two, multi-module online courses infused with live coaching and community support.   

 

Samantha and her husband, Rob, are the founders and owners of Livingstone High Performance, LLC. and Livingstone 

Speed Academy, LLC., providing high-performance consulting and coaching, sports performance training, and 

empowerment / mindset training globally. 


